Overview

Medicolegal death investigation offices* respond to unnatural, unexpected, and suspicious deaths that require timely, 24/7 access to comprehensive and accurate medical records. Medical history guides decisions on case jurisdiction, disposition, identification, and cause and manner of death determination. This information ultimately helps survivors, families, and communities, and guides health, safety, and justice efforts.

Advantages/Benefits

Timely and direct access to web-based, electronic medical records provides many benefits to medicolegal death investigation offices and medical records departments alike.

Medical records departments can eliminate the following:

- Unnecessary staff time spent responding to and manually preparing requested records.
- Wasted resources (e.g., printer ink, reams of paper).
- Risk of sending records to incorrect addresses or fax machines.

Medicolegal death investigation offices are also aided in their responsibilities to ensure:

- Prompt and accurate determination of jurisdiction and disposition (e.g., release of body, autopsy, external examination, toxicology, cremation permits).
- Prompt and accurate identification of next-of-kin and healthcare providers, including associated contact information.
- Prompt and accurate access to medical history, which is often essential for cause of death determination (disease or injury), manner of death (circumstances), and identity (through comparison of antemortem radiographs and surgical implants).
- Adequate preparation and triage for scene investigations.
- Enhanced ability to recognize potential public health threats.
- Prompt and informed communication with organ/tissue donor organizations.

*Medicolegal death investigation offices include medical examiner, coroner, and justice of the peace offices.
Recommendations

Medical records departments should consider the following:

- Be aware that medicolegal death investigation offices are granted a HIPAA exception in 45 CFR 164.512g and are entitled to these records.
- Allow web-based, electronic access to medicolegal death investigation offices in their communities to enhance the timely and accurate completion of this important public health and safety function and to save time, money, and resources.
- Require completion of any necessary security clearance, agreement for use of electronic medical records access, and use of audit trails as appropriate.

In turn, medicolegal death investigation offices should:

- Initiate the steps needed to obtain electronic access to medical records. Some medical systems use an online application process and require contacting a Coordinator/Office of Information Security.
- Create policy and procedures clarifying allowable access, security measures, and confidentiality.
- Offer to complete any necessary security clearance as required by the granting agency and agree to the use of audit trails.
- Seek endorsement from their hospital pathology colleagues and tissue or organ recovery organizations, especially if encountering resistance to electronic medical record access.
- Use formal letterhead or formatting on requests sent from a consistent and official email or fax number and reference the HIPAA exception in 45 CFR 164.512g.
- Join efforts to propose new legislation to grant medical records access or contact the Commissioner of the State Health Department for assistance to clarify the expectations for prompt and unrestricted access to medical records. Example legislative requests are provided in the General Provider Resources: Medical Records for Medicolegal Death Investigations Toolkit.
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